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The Cavaliers are an unstable organization with an uncertain future. They have no coach, a
rookie general manager and a superstar free agent who is going to do a lot of observing of
offseason moves, in Cleveland and elsewhere, before committing to a team.
If there was ever a time to strive for consistency and stability, you'd think now would be it. But at
least in the mind of Dan Gilbert, it's not.
The alternative was to maintain the status quo, retain Mike Brown and give Danny Ferry no
reason to step down as general manager. But faced with the reality of back-to-back
league-leading regular seasons with not even an NBA Finals berth to show for it, Gilbert saw a
system that needed an overhaul.
So overhaul he did. Mike Brown, arguably the most successful coach in franchise history, was
shown the door after two straight years of lackluster playoff performances against other
contenders.
Ferry, who has always been in Brown's corner, likely didn't agree with the decision. But if he
was to stay on as GM, he at least wanted to maintain full control over basketball operations -and hire his own coach.

Gilbert wanted to remove total autonomy from Ferry's job description, opening the door for a
big-name coach who might want some say in how the roster is constructed. Ferry didn't like
what he was hearing, and with his contract expiring, saw the opportunity to bow out. Chris
Grant, Ferry's top assistant, has taken over the general manager's role. Gilbert was emphatic in
his assertion that Grant is not a placeholder, and will not carry an "interim" tag on his title.
But that doesn't mean that Grant will have final say on all basketball matters as Ferry did. He
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could end up developing a specific specialization, such as the draft. Grant has handled the
Cavs' drafts for the past few years. He could end up as a puppet GM -- George Kokinis to a new
coach's Eric Mangini. That's a setup that is bound to end badly, but that's another discussion.
What we know for certain is that Gilbert is the only figure lending any stability to the Cavs
organization right now, and he is in the process of installing his second leadership regime with
no guarantee that LeBron is coming back.
There really isn't a blueprint for what Gilbert is trying to accomplish. LeBron is the only selling
point that would attract a big-name coach to Cleveland. Landing a big-name coach is a major
key to reassuring LeBron that the Cavs are committed to winning titles. So how do you sell a
big-name coach on coming to Cleveland when the superstar that makes the job attractive is
waiting to see if you can make the hire -- and might still bolt even if you do make the hire?
A only if B, and B only if A. It's a maddening Catch-22. How can Gilbert do it? We're getting our
first case study in Michigan State coach Tom Izzo.
Several days ago, Gilbert reportedly offered Izzo a lot of money -- up to $6 million a year,
double his salary at Michigan State -- to come to Cleveland and root the Cavs in the philosophy
of dogged competitiveness and staunch defense that has helped lead the Spartans to six Final
Four appearances and a national championship in Izzo's 15-year tenure.
At first glance, it looks like a well-connected Michigan State graduate in Gilbert overvaluing Izzo
as the be-all, end-all who can cure everything that is wrong with the Cavs. But once you start
peeling back the layers on Gilbert's line of thinking, the interest in Izzo does make a bit more
sense.
Despite a vast improvement in roster talent over the past two years, the Cavs regressed at the
defensive end. When you look at the small army of defensive liabilities they added to the roster
-- namely Mo Williams, Shaq and Antawn Jamison -- it's easy to blame Ferry for the shift away
from defense.
But Gilbert is right to look to the coach to set the tone for defense, and Izzo would coach
defense -- not just on a cerebral level, as Brown did, but on a level that promotes mental
toughness and aggression.
Izzo has no NBA experience, but his college success has made him a national celebrity, which
means he has the presence to coach someone like LeBron, who is knowledgeable about
college ball and likely appreciates Izzo's body of work.
But would the money, even an outright cause-effect guarantee that Izzo's arrival would signal
LeBron's return, be enough to lure Izzo to town?
It would be wise to assume not. Like a lot of in-demand college coaches, Izzo can use Gilbert's
hot pursuit to put a scare into the Michigan State athletic director's office. And scared
executives can be far more giving of both praise and money.
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Darn near worshipped throughout much of his native state of Michigan, with a sterling reputation
that has been buffer to a mirror shine, there just isn't a lot of incentive for Izzo to do more than
listen to the Cavs and keep his mouth shut long enough to make Michigan State sweat a bit.
Maybe he'll see an extra three million greenbacks a year and cave to Gilbert's siren song, but
the cash is all Gilbert really has to work with. His vacant coaching position could be a dream job
or a prison sentence, depending on LeBron's loyalty.
And if Izzo says no, Gilbert has to find another coach to try and court. And once again, he has
to sell any coach worth pursuing on the mere possibility that LeBron is coming back. And that's
as basketball power broker and LeBron entourage member Wes Wesley is trying to convince
anyone within earshot that LeBron is on the fast track to the Chicago Bulls.
As the Summer of LeBron warms up, it seems as though Dan Gilbert is more of a gunslinger
than any of his players could ever hope to be. About a month after his players tip-toed out of the
playoffs with one of the most tentative postseason performances you'll ever see, Gilbert is
sticking his neck far out in pursuit of improvements to his team -- and by extension, in pursuit of
LeBron's signature on a contract.
At a time when it would seem that the proper plan of action is to get in the blast bunker and lock
the door, Gilbert has dismantled the bunker and begun a search for new raw materials.
It's either going to be a significant triumph or a massive failure. But at least he's going to try,
which you have to admire. Having said that, you are fully allowed to admire Gilbert's moxie with
your hands over your eyes, peeking out from between your fingers.
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